
 
 

 
W KITCHEN  

 
W Verbier launches a new restaurant concept, a unique bistronomy experience introducing Modern 

Local Cuisine in Verbier 
 

The supreme Swiss cuisine heritage, favored by oh so many gourmets, will elevate with an intriguing 

twist together with the introduction of the new restaurant W Kitchen.  

Set to complete W Verbier’s exclusive yummy portfolio of six restaurants and bars, with offerings 

ranging from Signature tapas by famous Spanish Chef Sergi Arola in Eat-Hola Tapas bar to state-of-art i 

Japanese creations waiting for connoisseurs in Carve Sushi Bar, W Kitchen is sure to become a gem for 

those who are in constant search for pulsating gourmet experiences.  

Honored to be a unique Verbier bistronomy restaurant, W Kitchen promises to seduce demanding 

clientele with freshest seasonal offerings, exceptionally sourced in the sunny heart of the Swiss Alps. 

From the inevitable tenderness of arctic char to sugary crispy vegetables and sun-kissed fruits, carefully 

hand-picked by Valaisan farmers, every ingredient is a masterpiece of its own.  

  

Given a vibrant personal twist by Executive Chef Torsten Sallstrom and his faithful international team, 

the finest local products unveil their mouth-wateriness with an innovative looks and limitless play of 

flavors raised from the W Kitchen ever-evolving principle of “Food from the Heart”.  

  

W Kitchen won’t cease to surprise even the most seasoned gourmets, while taking care of each of every 

daring culinary desires. Go further with a kick starting boundary-pushing breakfast presented just the 

way you like it and stay later with your taste buds over a perfectly paired glass of wine from Valaisan to 

the Bordeaux vineyards, carefully selected by our sommelier. 

  

Soak in the essence of a modern Bistro in W Kitchen, where global classics are being transformed to 

witty delightful renditions, and triggle your taste memories of your favorite comfort food, whether 

home is Switzerland or elsewhere in the world.  

  

 

 



About W Verbier 

The first alpine escape of W Hotels Worldwide, W Verbier is also the first hotel of the international hotel 

chain in Switzerland. Perched at 1531 meters, only steps away from the main gondola offering 

immediate access to over 400 kilometers of ski, biking and hiking terrain, the hotel features 123 stylish 

guest rooms and suites with private balconies, fire places and W branded Residences.  

 

Open year-round, W Verbier proposes to discover 6 bars and restaurants. Enjoy a light bite in W CAFÉ 

and get into the outside action at W OFF PISTE for après-ski with Resident DJs on the decks.  Sip 

inventive cocktails in the W LIVING ROOM and take in unforgettable views from the CIGAR LOUNGE. 

Discover Sergi Arola’s culinary delights and sample his signature tapas in a Spanish-styled, open-kitchen 

setting at EAT-HOLA Tapas Bar.  

Guests are also invited to recharge and detoxify in 800 sqm. of relaxing surroundings in the signature 

AWAY® spa including an indoor/outdoor-heated WET pool, hammam, sauna and jacuzzi, as well as a 

24/7 accessible FIT gym. 

With 300 sqm. of functional event spaces, W Verbier offers everything under one roof. Whatever else 

guests need to amp up their stay, just ask. The renowned Whatever/Whenever service team is there to 

make it happen 24/7. 

 

 

 


